
 
 
 
Canvas Prints 

 
A canvas print has a natural look that feels like you’re staring at the real thing. Below are details 
that may help you decide whether paying a premium is the right choice for your home. 
 

 
Photo Print Quality 
Each photo is printed at the highest resolution to provide exceptional image clarity and vibrancy 
using state of the art use ink technologies that avoid excessive pixilation and prevent the loss of 
image quality. Our high resolution and large print sizes make images feel life-like. 
 
Gallery Wrap 
Our canvas prints are gallery wrapped, meaning the canvas photo is wrapped around the frame 
and stapled along the back of the frame so the staples remain hidden. Our gallery wraps are 1 
1/2" thick – an elegant look that is much lighter, safer from falls, and perfect for framing. 
 
Stretching 
We hand-stretch and gallery wrap each canvas meticulously by applying perfect folded corners 
onto custom-cut Canadian pine wood stretch-bar frames. Our wood frames derive from renewal 
forests throughout Canada, adding durability while helping our environment. 
 
Mirror Wrap 
Many companies stretch the front of the canvas around the sides. This removes part of the image 
from the front and ruins the look of the print. We use a mirror wrap technique where the sides of 
the print are mirrored onto the edges. This keeps the full image on the front. 
 
Print Material 
We print on premium quality North American made, matte poly/cotton blend canvas with an 
authentic texture - the best canvas in Canada and the U.S. Our canvas is also water resistant and 
can withstand humid environments. This help prevent losing its tension over time. 
 
Hanging Accessories 
Each canvas print comes ready to hang out of the box. Our large canvas prints have a heavy-duty 
picture frame hanging wire hardware installed. For items outside North America, your print is 
shipped in a tube due to sizing unless a friend can deliver it for you. 
 
Weight 
Our canvas prints use a 380 grams per square metre weight to make them smooth and sturdy. 
This heavier weight provides a beautiful texture with an excellent rendering of colours, enhancing 
the intensity and emotion in the photograph. 
 
Art Protection 
We use an ArtShield UV laminate to protect canvas prints from scratches, fading, and sun 
damage. This laminate also makes it easier to clean. In tests conducted by Wilhelm Imaging 
Research, Inc., the canvas, ink and UV laminate results in our prints lasting 200 years. 
 
 



 
Authenticity  
Protect your investment with our trademarked logo on the back of every print, ensuring you own 
an original Deep Inspired Print. An original means no scanned copies or mass-produced images. 
The print you receive is the digital file from the photographer's camera. 
 
Size 
We offer two sizes to accommodate different budgets and different sized rooms. These sizes 
include a 48x32, and 60x40. Our aim is to provide beautiful wall art that inspires you every time 
you look at it, and that impresses your guests when they come over to visit. 
 
Lighting 
Natural light from windows will bounce off a glossy print, making the image looked washed out. 
The direct light on a glossy canvas print makes the image difficult to view because of the 
reflection. The matte finish on our prints will not have this affect. 
 
Pricing: 
48x32:  $550 USD 
60x40:  $1250 USD 
 
 

 
 

Benefits of Over Sized Prints 
 

Statement Piece 
Large prints serve as striking focal point for any room. These prints immediately draw attention 
and create a visual impact that makes a bold statement. Oversized prints set the tone by 
elevating the ambiences of the entire space.  
 
Visual Depth and Perspective 
Large prints can give a sense of depth and perspective to a room. The prints create an illusion of 
space and make the area feel more expansive. This leaves a room feeling grandeur as if you're 
strolling through an art gallery. 
 
Artistic Expression 
Oversized prints provide a vast canvas for showcasing fine art, allowing the details and intricacies 
of the piece to be fully appreciated, which enhances the overall visual experience. It provides an 
opportunity to display art in an immersive way. 
 
Colour and Texture 
Large prints offer a significant surface area to showcase colours, patterns, and textures that can 
add vibrancy and visual interest to a room. By selecting the right artwork, you can complement 
your decor and create a cohesive atmosphere.  
 
Personalization 
With large wall art, you have the opportunity to personalize your space with photographs that 
have special meaning to you, and which reflect your personality. A print that holds meaning 
creates a more visually appealing and inspiring print to display. 
 
 



 
 

 

 
                                          
 

 

*Canvas Prints that are pre-installed with hanging accessories are only available in the U.S. and Canada. Outside 
these locations, canvas prints will be rolled in a tube unless a friend can ship the framed print to you. 

 
 

 

Heaven’s Connection 


